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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

WHY INVEST NOW?

Now is a very good time to take an interest in Bitcoin
or Crypto and invest in it. It has been going strong for
10 years and its popularity has soared. In order to
make the best returns on Crypto investments you need
to understand what it really is and how it works.
You also need to know the best way to obtain Bitcoins
and the best investment strategies. This guide will
show you all of this and more. Many people think that
Bitcoin is a scam but it certainly isn’t.

EVERYTHING EXPLAINED 

We have worked hard to ensure that everything in this
guide is explained in the simplest ways. Bitcoin,
Cryptocurrencies and the underlying blockchain
technology are fairly complex but you will be able to
easily understand by reading this guide.

THE VALUE OF BITCOIN

Bitcoin started out with a value of zero and has hit
highs of $63,000. It is a valuable commodity and once
you have your Bitcoins you need to keep them safe.
You will learn exactly how to do that.
Although Bitcoin is a volatile commodity it should be
possible for you to make a good return on your
nvestment if you follow the advice in this guide. While
there are no guarantees with any form of nvesting, the
advice provided here has worked well for others in the
past.

Bitcoin Breakthrough By Gerry Alaby
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CHAPTER 1 WHAT IS BITCOIN?

CHAPTER 1 WHAT IS BITCOIN?

You have probably heard of Bitcoin but you may not be completely sure what it is. That’s OK because by the time
you have read through this guide you will know what it is and how you can make money with it. Bitcoin is a
cryptocurrency which is another term that you need to be familiar with. The other important thing that we will
explain is the technology behind Bitcoin and most other cryptocurrencies which is blockchain. Before we get into
the details of Bitcoin, it is important that you understand what cryptocurrencies are and how they work.

 

WHAT ARE CRYPTOCURRENCIES?

In basic terms a cryptocurrency is a medium for exchange online. A cryptocurrency has a number of
cryptographical functions which are there to support �nancial transactions. Most cryptocurrencies use the
blockchain technology platform (more on this a little later) as it o�ers immutability, transparency and
decentralization.
Cryptocurrencies are not controlled by any central powers – not yet at least. This is deliberate because the whole
idea of cryptocurrency and Bitcoin is that they provide immunity from government interference and control.
A cryptocurrency can be transferred from one person to another by using public and private keys. There are
minimal processing fees involved with cryptocurrency transactions which are part of their appeal. Usually
�nancial institutions have high charges for any monetary transaction.
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CHAPTER 1 WHAT IS BITCOIN?

Crypto Ultimatum

Automate Crypto Trading NOW

Cryptocurrencies were invented by accident. The inventor of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto, created a
peer to peer electronic cash system and Bitcoin was a byproduct of this system. Before this there had
been numerous attempts to create a digital cash system but all had failed.
The key to the success of Nakamoto’s system was that it provided a decentralized �nancial network
rather than the established centralized system. If you wanted to set up your own digital cash system
you would need to create a payment network that provided three key things:
1. Accounts
2. Balances
3. Transactions
A problem that all payment networks face is “double spending”. This is all about preventing spending
the same amount twice. Up until the creation of Nakamoto’s system this had always been achieved
using central server balance records (this is still in existence today).
With a decentralized payment network there is no central server. Instead every single network entity
or node has to perform its job properly. They all need to have a list of transactions so they can monitor
if future transactions are a “double spend” or valid.
All of the peers of a decentralized payment network have to agree on everything – there has to be
complete consensus. If this doesn’t happen then the transaction will not take place. 
The problem was how to achieve this total consensus without a central server. Nakamoto �gured this out.

THE TRANSACTION PROPERTIES OF

CRYPTO 
 In order for a cryptocurrency system to work

e�ectively there has to be a number of properties in
place. These are:
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Immutable

After a cryptocurrency transaction is con�rmed then it cannot be changed. Nobody in the world can change a
cryptocurrency transaction not even presidents or monarchs. It is an immutable record.
Basically if you send money to someone else that’s it. There is no turning back. So if you make a mistake or get
scammed then you are stuck with the situation. You do not have the opportunity to reverse the transaction.
Pseudonymous

Cryptocurrency accounts and transactions have no connection to real world identities. You will receive a Bitcoin
on an address which is a randomly seeming chain of about 30 characters. You can analyze the transaction �ow
but you can’t usually connect the transaction to a real person through the address.

 
Global Transactions at Speed

It doesn’t take long to propagate transactions and con�rm them. Usually this all takes place in minutes. The
network for cryptocurrency transactions is global so it doesn’t matter where the transaction originates and
terminates.
High Security

The highest levels of transaction security are essential for a cryptocurrency network and to this end all funds are
locked in a public key cryptography system. Only someone that has a private key can send cryptocurrency. This
makes the system extremely secure.
No Permissions

A cryptocurrency system is a “permissionless” system. You do not require the permission of anyone or any
authority to make a cryptocurrency transaction. There is no gatekeeper with a cryptocurrency system.

THE MONETARY PROPERTIES OF

CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
Now you know the transaction properties of
cryptocurrency you need to understand the monetary
properties. These are:
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Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and a virtual type of money. It’s really like having an online version of
money or cash. You can use Bitcoin to purchase products and services and more and more vendors are
accepting Bitcoin as a form of payment these days. Some countries feel very threatened by Bitcoin and
have banned it completely.
There are no physical Bitcoin tokens. You may have seen pictures of Bitcoins but these are fabrications.
The worth of a Bitcoin resides in the private codes they have imprinted inside them.
Every Bitcoin is just a computer �le stored in what’s called a digital wallet. We will discuss digital
wallets in more detail in a later chapter. If you have a digital wallet then other people can send you
Bitcoins or fractions of them. You can also send Bitcoins or fractions to others using your digital wallet.
Every Bitcoin transaction is recorded publically using blockchain technology. This is a transparent
network where anyone can trace the history of Bitcoin transactions. All records in the blockchain are
immutable meaning that you cannot copy transactions, change the amount of Bitcoins owned or use
Bitcoins that you don’t own.
There are several ways that you can purchase Bitcoins including:
• You can purchase them using your native currency through a cryptocurrency exchange
• You can sell products and services in exchange for Bitcoins
• You can use a Bitcoin ATM
• You can “mine” Bitcoins

There is a Controlled Supply

Most cryptocurrencies have a limit on the number of tokens supplied. Taking Bitcoin as an example there will be
a decrease of supply over time and experts estimate that the �nal number of Bitcoin tokens will happen around
2140. Experts say that only 21 million Bitcoins will be the limit.
To control the supply of cryptocurrency tokens a schedule is written in the underlying code. Using this code you
can approximately calculate today the monetary supply of a cryptocurrency for any given future date.
Bearer not Debt

With conventional or “�at” money underwritten by a government, the bank account you hold is created by debt.
All of the entries in your account are debts. It is really an IOU system. A cryptocurrency is not a debt.
There has been a lot of controversy over the launch of cryptocurrencies because they are a direct attack on the
monetary policy of most nations. Governments or central banks cannot change cryptocurrencies. Therefore they
are immune to in�ation and de�ation caused by the manipulation of the monetary supply.

WHAT IS BITCOIN?
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The practice of mining Bitcoins has been going on for a while. In order to do this you will need high
end computer equipment and lots of it. These computers perform complex algorithms to guess secret
codes. If your computers guess right you get Bitcoins as a reward.
We will not be recommending mining as a way of obtaining Bitcoins in this guide. There are only a
limited number of Bitcoins so the process of mining is now incredibly complex. You could spend years
mining for Bitcoin and spend a great deal of money on computer equipment and electricity costs
without earning any Bitcoins.
You may be wondering why Bitcoins are so valuable. When Bitcoin �rst started it had no value but in
�ve years a single Bitcoin was worth around $1,000. At the time of writing a Bitcoin is worth around
$42,806.38.
Why this jump? Well there are a number of other things in life that have value. Diamonds and gold are
a good example. Bitcoins have value because people are willing to trade them for real products and
services and also buy them for cash.
People like the idea that any governments or central banks do not control Bitcoins. They also like the
fact that Bitcoin transactions are pretty anonymous. Yes there is a record of all Bitcoin transactions but
very few include real world identities.

Level Advice Crypto Planet

Crypto Currency News
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CHAPTER 2 THE LOWDOWN ON BITCOIN INVESTING

The �rst thing that you need to know is that Bitcoin is volatile. The value of a single Bitcoin has gone up and
down over the years. This is not particularly a bad thing as other investments go up and down too. You need to be
a smart investor with Bitcoin.

 

WHY DOES BITCOIN ENJOY VALUE JUMPS?

So many people are reliant on the Internet these days. People get very frustrated if they are out and about and
cannot �nd a WiFi connection to use the Internet with their mobile devices. Whether this is a good or bad thing is
of no consequence when it comes to Bitcoin investing. The important thing is that growing use of the Internet is
good for Bitcoin.
Over the years since the launch of Bitcoin it has attracted investors from all corners of the world. Being a true
global digital currency that is available to all (in theory) it is no surprise that it has generated a lot of
excitement.
Another good reason why the value of Bitcoin has risen so rapidly is because it is a scarce resource that is
actually useful. Most people know that there is only so much gold that we can mine. Each year there is less and
less gold left in the Earth. Therefore it has great value.
You can apply the same logic to Bitcoin. There will only ever be 21 million Bitcoin. As time passes this number
will dwindle and the value increases. It is now very hard to mine Bitcoin and this is only going to get tougher.
Investors really like the fact that Bitcoin represents predictable and sound monetary policy that all can verify. At
any time you can see how many Bitcoins are in circulation and how many new ones have been created. 

 You can easily trade Bitcoin for some products and services. If you have a gold investment then this is not a
liquid asset. You would have to sell some of your gold stock for cash before you could purchase anything.
It is very easy to make cross border transactions using Bitcoin. There are no governments or banks involved. You
can send Bitcoin securely in minutes to anywhere in the world. Transaction fees are very low compared to �at
currency transactions.
We really have the Internet to thank for the rise in popularity and value of Bitcoin. The Internet has made the
sharing of information easy wherever you are and this concept will underpin the success of Bitcoin as a global
and veri�able currency.

LevelAdvice.com
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The Price of Bitcoin

You will not �nd an o�cial price for Bitcoin anywhere. It is not the same as �at currencies. It is all
about how much someone is willing to pay for a Bitcoin or fraction of a Bitcoin. A good reference for
this price is the Bitcoin Price Index provided by Level Advice which you can �nd here.

 
 You will usually see the price as the estimate of the value of one Bitcoin. Most cryptocurrency

exchanges will let you buy as many Bitcoins as you want and even o�er fractions of Bitcoins for sale.
 
 
When should you buy Bitcoins?

There are no guarantees with any investments. The history of Bitcoin & cryptocurrencies shows that it tends to
increase in
value really fast and then slow down and fall until it is stable. This is a cycle that you need to learn and
understand.
 
 There are some great tools available that you can use to analyze the price history of Bitcoin. Probably

the best two are:
1. eToro

2. OKcoin Mobile iOS -APP 
     OKcoin Mobile Android APP

  
One thing about Bitcoin that is really attractive to investors is that it is never a�ected by the �nancial
stability of a country. So if there is speculation that a major currency will fall, such as the UK Pound
with all of the Brexit issues, then if the currency devalues this will have an impact on other world
currencies.
So you need to think globally with Bitcoin. Don’t just look at what is happening in the United States, or
Europe or China. How is the economy of the world changing? 

Go for Long Term Bitcoin Investment

You may have read that there are people making excellent short term gains trading Bitcoin. While this may be
true you need expert knowledge and it is a risky strategy. We strongly recommend that you go for a long term
Bitcoin investment strategy.
Here is why. If you invested $1000 in Bitcoin in October 2017, two years later in October 2019 you would have
made a pro�t of more than $700 providing you with a return on investment of over 70%. That is a staggering
return.
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Despite these kinds of returns being possible you should still treat Bitcoin as a risky asset to invest in.
If you are not prepared to make high risk investments then maybe Bitcoin is not for you. You have
seen an example of the kind of rewards that are possible so you need to decide if it is right for you.

  
Bitcoin Investment Strategies

There are di�erent ways that you can invest in Bitcoin. We will look at the most popular ways here:
  

Long Term Buying and Holding

This is the Bitcoin investment strategy that we recommend. Here you will buy Bitcoin at a certain price
and hold on to it for a period of time in the hope that the value will increase. You may also see this
strategy called “hodling”.

  
When you decide to buy and hold it is very important that you do not just take anyone’s advice on
whether Bitcoin will rise or fall. You need to know how Bitcoin works and do your homework using the
tools available to come to a decision yourself.

  
If you are going to adopt a buy and hold Bitcoin investment strategy then we suggest that you do the
following:
1. Do not invest more than you can comfortably a�ord to lose. As we said earlier, Bitcoin is a high
risk investment and this should be in your thoughts at all times.
2. When you have purchased Bitcoins don’t leave them in an exchange wallet. Get your own
wallet and move them there. We will discuss the di�erent types if cryptocurrency wallet and
their advantages and disadvantages in a later chapter.
3. Use a reputable exchange to make your Bitcoin purchases. This may cost you a bit more but it
is better to be safe than sorry.
4. Don’t purchase all of your Bitcoins in just one trade. Use the principle of Dollar cost averaging
(DCA) and commit to purchasing a certain amount every month (or more frequently)
throughout the course of the year. When you do this you pay average prices during the year.
 
 
Short Term Bitcoin Trading 

As we said before this is where you buy Bitcoins at a low price and then sell them at a higher price to
 realize a pro�t. The time frame for these investments is short. We do not recommend that you start

out with short term Bitcoin trading.
As you learn more about Bitcoin you can move to a shorter term trading strategy. It is certainly
possible and there are some very large players in the Bitcoin market making pro�ts regularly on short
term Bitcoin trades. You need to learn how to trade properly to make this work which takes time and
 practice.
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Click Here & Signup for Victory Crypto

This App is an unbelievable opportunity for total

beginners to make HUGE pro�ts trading cryptocurrency.

MINING FOR BITCOIN

In order to make any kind of pro�t with Bitcoin mining you need to invest in a lot of high end
computer equipment and get the cheapest electricity that you can �nd. And then there are no
guarantees!
Mining has become a lot harder over the years. There are less and less Bitcoins to �nd and more and
more people mining. It is just not a cost e�ective way to invest in Bitcoin in our opinion. Use the
money you would spend on equipment and electricity to buy and hold Bitcoin instead.
You may have heard of cloud mining for Bitcoin. The idea here is that you pay for a service that will
mine on your behalf using the web. In our experience these are either scams or so expensive an
investment that you might as well just use the money to purchase your Bitcoins.
 
Doubling your Bitcoins

Have you seen websites that claim that they can double your Bitcoin holdings? Or maybe you have
come across sites that claim they will pay you high levels of interest every day on your Bitcoins? We
have one word for these kinds of websites:
SCAM!
There are lots of websites that o�er high yield investment programs (HYIP) and almost all of these are
scams too. What happens here is that these sites take money from people all round the Internet in
exchange for high returns. They use the money that they get from new people signing up to pay high
returns to the initial investors which creates a buzz.
Then guess what? A few months later the website simply disappears! Most people lose their money
and they have no way to get it back. Don’t fall for these Ponzi scheme type scams. You cannot double
the amount of Bitcoins that you have using these sites. It is more likely that you will lose all of your
Bitcoins.
 
 Below is a very newbie friendly crypto trading app that teaches you the best way to start investing in crypto.
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CHAPTER 3 HOW BITCOIN REALLY WORKS

To be pro�table with Bitcoin you have to know how it really works. So in this chapter we will explain
everything that is involved including the underlying technology which is blockchain. We are not going
to go into a lot of technical detail about blockchain so don’t worry. But you do need to understand the
principles of it.
You connect to the Blockchain community using a computer network. This network has Bitcoin ledgers
using blockchain. All Bitcoin transactions are compiled into blocks and then these blocks connect in a
chain like formation. This is where the name blockchain comes from.
 

The Bitcoin Process

If you want to make a Bitcoin transaction then you will use your wallet to send out a request to all of
the nodes (computers) on the entire Bitcoin network. The nodes use special algorithms (a set of rules
and calculations) which validate the Bitcoin transaction.

  
Your Bitcoin transaction has to be veri�ed and con�rmed and after this it is combined with some other
transactions to make a new data block and eventually a blockchain. All new blocks are added to the
end of the blockchain. At this stage the transaction is �nal and immutable.

  
It usually takes between 10 minutes and 45 minutes to process a Bitcoin transaction. A Bitcoin
transaction never happens immediately. There can be no changes to the transaction once it is
�nalized. The receiver of your Bitcoin transaction then sees this in their wallet.

  
Bitcoin Miners are Essential

We have mentioned Bitcoin miners a couple of times in this guide and actually these people are very
important. Why? Well they are the keepers of the Bitcoin ledgers. If you think of a gold miner working
tirelessly to �nd gold, Bitcoin miners are doing the same thing trying to �nd scarce Bitcoins.
The Bitcoin miners verify and con�rm all Bitcoin transactions. They really are the lifeblood of the
Bitcoin system. Without them the whole thing would not work. There would be no new blocks created
for the blockchain. This is why they are rewarded occasionally with valuable Bitcoins.

  
If blocks are not added to the blockchain then no Bitcoin transactions will be �nalized. This means that
not only will Bitcoin payments fail to be sent and received but there will be no new Bitcoins created.
Bitcoin miners know that there are only a limited amount of Bitcoins available and as time passes they
will all be competing for a dwindling number. They just leave their Bitcoin mining computers running
24 hours a day to keep verifying and con�rming transactions and trying to earn those elusive Bitcoins.

LevelAdvice.com
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No Trust Required

The design of Bitcoin and the underlying blockchain technology is such that no trust is required. It uses
 heavy encryption techniques to keep everything safe hence the name “cryptocurrency”.

There is no need for human trust in the Bitcoin network because it operates on tried and tested
computer algorithms. It is virtually impossible to cheat the Bitcoin network because it is a public
environment. It would take a ton of computing power to break down all of the encryption even if that
were possible. So it makes more sense to use this kind of power to mine the Bitcoin network instead.
 
 Your identity is protected on the Bitcoin network. All of your Bitcoin transactions are veri�ed using a

private and public key. You use your private key as your “digital signature” in your Bitcoin transactions
and network users can verify this by using your public key. Both of these keys are encrypted so you can
only use the public key if the correct private key is used.

  
Public and private keys are very important for you to understand as a cryptocurrency investor. A public
key is tied to a public address where you can deposit cryptocurrencies. You can use your public
address to broadcast so that you can receive payments from other peers.

  
Your private key is not to for sharing with anyone as it is essentially the password to protect your
funds. This private key links to your public key for added security. Your private key is how your balance
is determined through the Bitcoin network.

  
The public and private key system has two major advantages:
1. It is virtually impossible for cyber criminals to steal your identity and make fraudulent
transactions
2. You can be completely anonymous on the Bitcoin network if that is useful for you

  
So now you know how Bitcoin really works. In the next chapter we will look at the various ways that
you can acquire Bitcoins…

CLICK HERE & LEARN ONLY WHAT

WORKS IN CRYPTO 

 The world's �rst online school for Bitcoin,
cryptocurrencies and blockchains. 
FREE SIGNUP
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CHAPTER 4 HOW TO ACQUIRE BITCOIN?

With the growing popularity of Bitcoin came a number of di�erent methods for acquiring them. In this
chapter we will explain some of the most common methods for acquiring Bitcoins to bolster your
investments.

  
Purchase Bitcoins

This is obviously the most simple and straightforward way to acquire Bitcoins. All you need to do is to
use an exchange website such as Coinbase.com and in most cases you will be able to buy Bitcoins
using your native currency.

  
Some cryptocurrency exchanges have country restrictions so you need to do your homework here to
ensure that you can purchase in your country. There are some countries that have actually banned the
buying and selling of Bitcoin so if this applies to you then you will need to �nd a creative way around
this which is beyond the scope of this guide.

  
Sometimes a single Bitcoin can be worth around $50,000 so to make Bitcoin investment available to all
most exchanges will sell fractions. In fact a Bitcoin can be divided into 100 million units. Each of these
units is called a “Satoshi” after the founder of Bitcoin.
We will give you our view on using cryptocurrency exchanges in the next chapter when we explain
what you need to get started with Bitcoin investment. For now here is our view of the best
cryptocurrency exchanges for Bitcoin:

Coinbase

Coinbase is probably the best known cryptocurrency exchange. If you have used a stock trading
platform before then the interface of Coinbase will make sense to you. You can fund your Coinbase
account using bank transfers from the US or with credit cards. Basically you can exchange either US
dollars or cryptocurrency that you have for Bitcoin.
Each trade that you make with Coinbase will attract a small fee which at the time of writing this guide
was 1.5% for Bitcoin purchases and 0.25% for transfers. The biggest issue with Coinbase among the
cryptocurrency community is that you have to provide a lot of personal information.

Sometimes Coinbase will close accounts for a variety of reasons. There are people that believe the
website has a tie in with some major banks and will not use it because of this. Coinbase does
everything by the book as far as that is possible. This means that there is much less chance of site
closure than with other cryptocurrency exchanges. 

LevelAdvice.com
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Cash  Exchanges

Cash exchanges are an alternative to cryptocurrency exchanges. Here you can pay with cash for your
Bitcoins and you will trade directly with the owner of the Bitcoins. A good example is LocalBitcoins
where you can trade in over 7,700 cities and 248 countries. You can buy and sell Bitcoins using this
cash exchange.
Another alternative cash exchange for the buying and selling of Bitcoins is Wall of Coins. Most cash
exchanges do not have expensive fees but sometimes you have to pay fees for successful trading. We
recommend that you use a cash exchange that provides an escrow service to protect your funds.
 
 
Other Cryptocurrencies for Bitcoin

If you happen to have other cryptocurrencies then you can trade these for Bitcoins pretty easily. One
of the easiest places to do this is at ShapeShift.io. An account is not necessary to make a small trade.
All you need to do to exchange your other cryptocurrencies for Bitcoin is to enter the amount for
trading or conversion, add your Bitcoin address and the refund address for your cryptocurrency. It just
takes a few minutes to exchange for Bitcoins.
 
Get Paid Using Bitcoin

It is easy to be paid in Bitcoins. All that you need is your own wallet for Bitcoin and you can receive
payments. You can get a free Bitcoin wallet at Coinbase or at Blockchain.com. It just takes an email
address to get your wallet.
Once your wallet is set up you can receive payments in Bitcoin. You can generate a QR code and then
send this to the person that you will receive the Bitcoin payment from. There are a number of ways
that you can be paid in Bitcoins and here are some of the most popular methods:
 
 
Carry out Work for Bitcoins

You will �nd a number of di�erent types of work that you can perform in exchange for Bitcoins. A lot
of these are online and popular with freelancers across the world. When you are paid with Bitcoin you
do not have to wait for a bank transfer which can take days to reach your account. You can have your
Bitcoins in minutes. 
Employers or customers like paying in Bitcoins too as they do not have to pay high transaction fees
associated with bank transfers especially if their workers live in another country. 

YOU CAN SELL PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES

 Whether you own a conventional brick and mortar
store or an online store you can receive payments
from customers in Bitcoin. With the growth of Bitcoin
there are bound to be customers that hold Bitcoin and
see it as a forward thinking and convenient way to
make payments.
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Why not use Bitcoin as a way of receiving tips? This is easy to do online by setting up a Bitcoin payment gateway.
If you have a blog and provide useful content for example, some of your readers will be happy to send you a tip
using Bitcoin.

SELLING MADE EASY!

It is easier for customers as well as they can just
make the payment from their Bitcoin wallet. Of course
you will receive the payment in Bitcoin pretty fast too.
This is a win-win for you and your customers. If you
have an online store there are a number of scripts or
plugins you can use to accept payments via Bitcoin.
You must ensure that you set everything up correctly
because you don’t want your payments ending up in
someone else’s wallet.

For a brick and mortar business you can start accepting payments via Bitcoin simply by printing the QR code of
your Bitcoin wallet for customers to use. A customer can use their smart phone to scan the QR code and then
make the payment. Be sure to tell all of your customers that you accept Bitcoin as a means of payment. Add your
details to Coinmap.org which will let Bitcoin users know that you take it as a form of payment. There are similar
websites you can post to as well.

WEBSITES THAT PAY IN BITCOIN

Some of the websites just need the address of your
Bitcoin wallet. Others will require you to create an
account with them. You can perform most of these
tasks in minutes and earn fractions of Bitcoins. If you
value your time then you may not be interested in
doing this.
There are many websites available that will pay you in
Bitcoins (usually small fractions) for completing
certain tasks. Some of these tasks include:
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• Completing surveys
• Downloading mobile apps
• Watching videos
• Play games online
• Click on ads
• Sign up for trial o�ers
• Shop online
• Answer questions
• Refer friends
 

Bitcoin Faucets

Most people have not heard of Bitcoin faucets. What they do is to give away fractions of Bitcoins for
free at speci�c times. This drives a ton of tra�c as lots of people want these free Bitcoin fractions and
sometimes these faucets take a long time to load.
 
 There are some Bitcoin faucets that just give away Satoshis. Other faucets require that you complete

some small tasks to earn your Satoshis. Before you get too excited by Bitcoin faucets you need to
know that they can steal a great deal of your time for fractions of Bitcoins.
 
Bitcoin Mining

We have mentioned how important Bitcoin miners are to the Bitcoin network. If miners didn’t exist
then there would be no transactions or new Bitcoins created. Bitcoin miners can �nd Bitcoins which is
their reward for their e�orts.

  
When Bitcoin �rst launched it was fairly common for Bitcoin miners to receive 50 Bitcoins when they
mined a single block. But as every block was mined the number of available Bitcoins for rewards
diminished.
 
 Now you will get a lot less Bitcoins for mining. However, with the prices rising some people still see

this as a worthwhile task. But Bitcoin mining is not an easy thing to do. You need some powerful
computers to be a successful Bitcoin miner.

  
It is now a lot more di�cult to mine new blocks and solving the complex cryptographic functions is
really tough. There is also a lot of competition in Bitcoin mining now making the task even more
di�cult.
These days most Blockchain miners work together in pools, and they split any rewards that they
receive for their e�orts based on the amount of work that their computers have done. It is not cheap
to participate in Bitcoin mining these days. You need powerful computers to solve the cryptographic
functions.
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The Best Alternative to Bitcoin Mining

Club Swan is a technology-based organization providing lifestyle memberships with a �exible and secure �nancial
services platform. Club Swan has partnered with Nvayo, a UK-based and regulated �nancial services institution,
authorised to hold �at currency balances, make payments and issue payment cards. Nvayo nor Coinx provide any
crypto services. Club Swan o�ers additional services and support through its customer support and technology
platform incorporating digital asset/currency transactions and liquidations.
Buy, sell or store 9 di�erent crypto currencies, including: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Bitcoin
Cash (BCH), Tether (USDT), BAT, Paxos (PAX), USD Coin (USDC) and EOS.

Low fees from 0.5%*.
One simple rate for buy and sell. No hidden margin built into our prices.
Seamlessly spend your crypto with the Club Swan card.
Turn your crypto into traditional currencies.
Quick and simple wallet to wallet transfers.
Free transfers between Club Swan members.*
24/7 Customer support.

CLICK HERE TO START

Join Now!

Start Membership

Forget about using a high end desktop to perform Bitcoin mining. You will have to invest in some
serious hardware even to join a Bitcoin mining pool. It is recommended that you use an ASIC chip to
have any success with Bitcoin mining. These chips and high end computers also consume a lot of
power.
The other thing that you need is knowledge. To setup a Bitcoin mining system you will have to pay
experts to do this. We are not saying that it is not possible to be successful with Bitcoin mining over
the long term but you will have to make a signi�cant investment to get started.
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CHAPTER 5 CHOOSING THE RIGHT BITCOIN WALLET

Although the blockchain technology that underpins Bitcoin is very secure, one of the biggest weak
points with Bitcoin is storage. Because Bitcoins have risen signi�cantly in value over the years you will
not be surprised to know that the number of cyber criminal’s intent on stealing Bitcoins has risen too.
And these people are getting smarter and smarter. They are creating bots that will scan online Bitcoin
wallets and try and remove the Bitcoins in them. There have been several reports about cyber
criminals emptying cryptocurrency exchange wallets over the years and the wallet holders never
seeing their Bitcoins again.
 
We want you to be shocked and concerned by this. If you are going to be a successful Bitcoin investor
then you need to hang on to your Bitcoins! It is essential that you keep your Bitcoins safe and
fortunately there is a lot you can do to ensure this. The type of Bitcoin wallet that you choose is crucial
to the security of your Bitcoins.
 
It is all about keeping your private key safe. Inside of your wallet your Bitcoins have an associated
address which consists of your private key and public key. The public key is the actual address of the
Bitcoin and your private key is the password that unlocks those Bitcoins. It is essential that you keep
your private key safe.
 
If a cyber criminal gets their hands on your private key then they can transfer all of your Bitcoins to
other accounts. And you know that once a Bitcoin transaction is veri�ed and con�rmed then there is
no turning back.
People that are unlucky enough to have Bitcoins stolen from their wallets just have to accept it and
get on with their lives. You just cannot do anything to get your Bitcoins back. So let’s take a look at the
di�erent types of wallets and how you can provide the maximum protection for your private key.
 
Online Bitcoin Wallets

There is no easier way to get started with Bitcoin investing than to setup an online wallet. You can
setup a free Bitcoin online wallet even if you have no Bitcoins right now. Cryptocurrency exchanges
like Coinbase will provide you with an online wallet and you can get one at Blockchain.com as well.
When you are just starting out then an online wallet is a good thing to use. But you would not want to
keep a sizeable Bitcoin inventory in an online wallet. Yes it is great that you can access your online
wallet from anywhere in the world but so can thieves and cyber criminals!
 
An online wallet is a “hot” wallet because all you need to access it is an Internet connection. The
problem is that most online wallets end up storing your private keys on their servers and if these get
hacked you can say goodbye to your Bitcoins.
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Mobile Bitcoin Wallets

A mobile wallet is another form of hot online wallet. With a mobile wallet you can access it using your
mobile device when you connect to the Internet. If you have a smartphone or tablet that you take
around with you wherever you go then this is a very convenient type of Bitcoin wallet.
With a mobile wallet you can make Bitcoin payments to a vendor either online or o�ine. If you have a
Blockchain.com or Coinbase online wallet then there is a mobile counterpart synchronized to your
main wallet.
 
Despite being very convenient there are issues with mobile wallets. Cyber criminals and hackers can
still get hold of your private keys if they are saved on your mobile device or remote servers.
A lot of people lose their mobile phones or have them stolen. Also a lot of mobile phones su�er
damage. If you don’t make copies of your private keys then you could potentially lose all of your
Bitcoins in these scenarios.
 
To get the best use out of a mobile wallet we recommend that you transfer just what you need to it
from a more secure wallet. Then if you lose your phone or it becomes unusable you will still have your
private keys safely stored in the secure wallet.
 
Desktop Computer Bitcoin Wallet

Another choice for you is the desktop wallet. It is a much safer choice than an online or mobile wallet
as you download an app for your computer or laptop and you store your private keys in it.
One of the most popular desktop wallets is Bitcoin Core. In our opinion this is not the most practical
choice. The reason is that Bitcoin Core will actually download the complete blockchain so you will
need at least 150 GB of spare disk space to make this work.
 
The good news is that there are alternative desktop wallets that you can use which do not require you
to download the blockchain for Bitcoin. Instead they use simple payment veri�cation (SPV)
technology. Some good examples are:
• Trezor

• Armory

• Bither

Desktop wallets are simple to use and so much safer than online or mobile wallets. With a desktop
wallet you can disconnect your computer from the Internet to prevent hackers from accessing your
private keys.
While it is true that a desktop wallet does not have the convenience of an online wallet you will have
control over your private keys. You can also make a backup in case your laptop or computer is stolen
or becomes inoperable.
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Paper Bitcoin Wallet

This may seem a strange thing to try and store your Bitcoins on paper as they do not seem to be a very
good match. But paper wallets are another cold storage option as it is impossible for even the most
competent cyber criminals to hack a piece of paper!
Of course if you do not take care of a paper wallet in the real world then people can steal it. So if you
choose this option then don’t leave it lying around. You also need to protect paper wallets from
damage as well so use a water resistant container to store them.

  
A paper wallet de�nitely does not have the convenience of an online wallet but they are a lot safer. All
you need to do is to print o� your private and public keys and store the paper somewhere secure such
as a safety deposit box.
Paper wallets are a good long term option. You can store large amount of Bitcoins in your paper wallet
and then have a few available in an online wallet for regular transactions. It is de�nitely one to
consider.
 

Hardware Bitcoin Wallet

Most Bitcoin experts will tell you that the most secure types of Bitcoin wallets are hardware wallets.
We agree and if you are serious about Bitcoin investing then we strongly recommend that you invest
in a hardware wallet. They are not cheap but they are worth it.    Trezor

  
The majority of hardware wallets will enable you to store other cryptocurrencies as well as Bitcoin. A
hardware wallet is usually in the form of a USB stick which you just insert into your computer when
you want to make a Bitcoin transaction. Once you are done just remove the hardware wallet and then
store it safely.

  
A really good security feature with hardware wallets is the ability to create private keys o�ine. You
can carry your hardware wallet around with you wherever you go without the worry of having your
private keys stolen.

  
It is really easy to setup and use a hardware wallet. With most hardware wallets you can set a
password and PIN code and even add recovery seed words to authenticate access and to recover any
stored Bitcoins if you lose your hardware wallet or it stops working.
We recommend that you write down all of your security details for your hardware wallet just in case
you forget them. Hide these details in a place that only you know about. If these details fall into the
wrong hands then you can lose all of your Bitcoins.

  
There is no chance of a hardware wallet being hacked so the only thing you have to do is to keep a
backup of your security details in a safe place.
At the end of the day you will probably want to use a combination of di�erent wallets as you become
a more serious Bitcoin investor. Hardware and paper wallets are the best choice for long term storage.
You can use a desktop wallet for medium term storage and an online wallet for those frequent short
term Bitcoin transactions
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We hope that we have convinced you in this guide that Bitcoin investing can make you a lot of money.
 You may have heard how others have purchased Bitcoins in the past and ended up selling them for a

huge pro�t. It is possible and there is no reason why you can’t do this too.
 
 There are certainly experienced Bitcoin traders out there that make a lot of money from their trades.
They may not be successful with every trade but overall they make consistent pro�ts. The thing is that
trading Bitcoins successfully is not an easy thing to do. You really have to be prepared.
 
 It is not impossible for someone just starting out with Bitcoin to be successful. But you have to be
�nancially and mentally ready for this. Bitcoin trading is all about high risk and high reward. The key

  
to success is to buy at low prices and then sell at higher prices. While this is obvious it is not that easy to do.
A lot of newcomers to Bitcoin trading end up panicking when they are making trades. After all they

  
are dealing with digital currency that is worth thousands of dollars. Panic levels will rise even more if 

  
you are using your savings to trade or your pension fun
 
Strategies for Bitcoin Trading

If you are really interested in Bitcoin trading then the �rst thing that you need to realize is that you
need to use common sense and maintain self control. Don’t go into it thinking that you are going to
make a ton of money in a day. If you get too greedy then you are very likely to fail.
 
Learn and get as much Practice as you can

You need to learn everything that you can about Bitcoin trading before you start to do it for real.
Knowledge is great but there is nothing like experiencing how Bitcoin trading works in the real world.
 
To give yourself a good start with Bitcoin trading sign up with a cryptocurrency exchange that will
allow you to use a demo account to experience how things work in the real world. You will see real
 time prices for Bitcoin and it will help you to get used to the Bitcoin trading interface. 
 
 
You need a Trading Plan

Successful Bitcoin trading relies on having a good strategy in place. Sure you might get lucky with your �rst few
  

trades, but sooner or later your luck will run out and this can be very expensive.
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RECOMMENDED CRYPTOCRENCY

EXCHANGES

We would always recommend that you use a
cryptocurrency exchange that has an established
reputation and have been operating for a few years. In
this guide we have told you about Coinbase, Kraken,
Poloniex and Bittrex. There are others too such as
Cex.io, Bitstamp.net and Changelly.com.

There are so many cryptocurrency exchanges available today that it would be impossible for use to
vouch for any of them. You need to conduct your own due diligence here and �nd out the history and
look for reviews from users.

If you see an exchange o�ering rates that are just too good to be true then be very suspicious.
Unfortunately there are fake exchanges that look like the real thing and then when you try to trade
with them they will steal your Bitcoins and you will never see them again.

BITCOIN INVESTING BEST PRACTICES

We want you to be a successful Bitcoin investor.
Although nothing is ever guaranteed when investing in
cryptocurrencies there are certain practices that you
can follow that will maximize your chances of
success.

1. Understand how Bitcoin works

We have given you all the information that you need in
this guide to understand how Bitcoin really works. You
need to know the principles of blockchain and how
Bitcoin trades are made. Don’t get caught up in the
technicalities but make sure that you have a �rm
understanding of Bitcoin before you make any trades.
2. Go for Long Term Investment

You may have heard a lot of stories about traders who
make money from Bitcoin trades every day.
Some of these may be true but these people have a lot
of experience and know what they are doing!
Go for a long term investment strategy (buy and hold)
instead to battle against the volatility of Bitcoin.
3. Be Wallet Secure

We devoted an entire chapter on the di�erent types of
wallets for Bitcoin and their security issues.
Online wallets are the least secure and hardware
wallets are the most secure. For convenience it works
the other way around with online or “hot” wallets
being the most convenient and o�ine or “cold” wallets
being the least convenient.
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Cex.io

Wall of Coins

eToro

Bitcoins are very valuable so you need to have the right wallets to protect them. If you are going to
trade regularly then just keep enough Bitcoins in an online wallet to do this and keep the rest in your
cold wallet. If thieves get hold of your private keys then you can say goodbye to your Bitcoins.

  
4. Use Reputable Exchanges to buy and sell Bitcoins

Due to the high value of Bitcoins there are plenty of thieves and scammers out there who want to
steal yours from you. Only use a reputable cryptocurrency exchange such as Coinbase or Kraken to buy
and sell your Bitcoins.

  
Always check out a cryptocurrency exchange thoroughly. Do they have a track record? Are there user
reviews? If you can’t �nd these things then look for another exchange. If an exchange is making
promises of Bitcoin deals that seem too good to be true then move on.

  
5. Watch Bitcoin Trends

It is always a good idea to keep an eye on the price �uctuations of Bitcoin. Use tools like Bitcoin
Wisdom and Cryptowatch to stay in the loop. This is especially important if you are thinking about
investing a lump sum into Bitcoin. You want to buy at the lowest price and sell at the highest price.

  
6. Avoid Bitcoin Trading Initially

Once you get more experience as a Bitcoin investor then you can try your hand at Bitcoin trading. We
do not recommend that you start trading straight away. You need to learn a great deal about Bitcoin
pricing and be able to e�ectively control your emotions to trade successfully.

  
There are demo accounts available that you can use to practice Bitcoin trading. Use these to the full
and learn from any mistakes that you make before you start using real money to trade Bitcoins.

  
7. Accept that Bitcoin is Volatile and High Risk

Bitcoin is a highly volatile digital currency. This means that there are opportunities to make signi�cant
gains and the risk of losing a lot of money too. You need to accept this and always bear it in mind to be
a successful Bitcoin investor.

  
8. Avoid Scams

Unfortunately there are many cryptocurrency scams. Bitcoins are very valuable and thieves will do
everything that they can to steal them from you. Watch out for fake exchanges, phishing in emails and
too good to be true Ponzi schemes.

Reputable Mobile Crypto

Exchanges to buy & Sell
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Level Advice FB Group

JOIN NOW

OKcoin Mobile iOS -APP    OKcoin Mobile Android APP

CONCLUSION 

THANK YOU

We Welcome Your Feedback

Be the �rst to join my Facebook Group for more info & resources.
 

Best Youtube Channels

Crypto Banter & Alex Becker

Best Crypto Training Courses

Cryptoversity - Cryptovault - Victory Crypto

 

If you have read this guide from start to end you have a strong foundation in Bitcoin and can take this forward to start
making sound investments. This is just the start for you so we urge you to track the trends with Bitcoin and to keep
abreast of all new developments with this cryptocurrency.|
There have been fortunes made through Bitcoin investing and trading. But it is not a get rich overnight situation. You need
to develop an investment plan and only make investments that you can a�ord.
Initially we strongly recommend that you approach Bitcoin investing as a long term investment.

If you are concerned about the future of Bitcoin then there is no need for this. It is growing and here to stay. The fact that
you can now purchase Bitcoins from ATM’s speaks volumes. The blockchain technology that supports Bitcoin is now
considered to be the future of online �nancial transactions and supply chain management.

So now it is over to you. You need to take action and follow the advice in this guide. Reading this guide will make you
smarter – taking action has the potential to make you richer. Remember to start small and use a reputable
cryptocurrency exchange like eToro. Also get a secure Trezor Wallet to transfer your Bitcoins and keep them safe.

We hope that you found Bitcoin Breakthrough informative and helpful. Get started today with your
Bitcoin investing. We wish you every success on your Bitcoin journey and remember that you always
need to keep learning. The smartest investors are the ones that usually make the highest pro�ts
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